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ABSTRACT
Context. The β Pictoris moving group is one of the most well-known young associations in the solar neighbourhood and several
members are known to host circumstellar discs, planets, and comets. Measuring its age with precision is basic to study several
astrophysical processes such as planet formation and disc evolution which are strongly age dependent.
Aims. We aim to determine a precise and accurate dynamical traceback age for the β Pictoris moving group.
Methods. Our sample combines the extremely precise Gaia DR2 astrometry with ground-based radial velocities measured in an
homogeneous manner. We use an updated version of our algorithm to determine dynamical ages. The new approach takes into account
a robust estimate of the spatial and kinematic covariance matrices of the association to improve the sample selection process and to
perform the traceback analysis.
Results. We estimate a dynamical age of 18.5+2.0−2.4 Myr for the β Pictoris moving group. We investigated the spatial substructure of the
association at birth time and we propose the existence of a core of stars more concentrated. We also provide precise radial velocity
measurements for 81 members of β Pic, including ten stars with the first determination of their radial velocities.
Conclusions. Our dynamical traceback age is three times more precise than previous traceback age estimates and, more important,
for the first time, reconciles the traceback age with the most recent estimates of other dynamical, lithium depletion boundary, and
isochronal ages. This has been possible thanks to the excellent astrometric and spectroscopic precisions, the homogeneity of our
sample, and the detailed analysis of binaries and membership.
Key words. Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics, solar neighborhood, open clusters and associations: individual: β Pictoris moving
group, Stars: kinematics and dynamics, Stars: formation
1. Introduction
Young local associations and moving groups are fundamental
structures to understand the stellar formation and evolution pro-
cesses. They are small aggregates of stars (few dozens) sharing
their dynamical properties. For this reason, it is implicitly as-
sumed that they were born at the same time and at the same place
(from the same molecular cloud), and therefore, they share the
same chemical composition (de Zeeuw et al. 1999; Jayaward-
hana 2000). Most of the known associations are very nearby and
allow a detailed study of their properties.
One of the most well-known associations is β Pictoris (β Pic).
It was discovered a couple decades ago when Barrado y Navas-
cués et al. (1999) identified the first two companions to the β Pic
star and Zuckerman et al. (2001) identified an additional set of
17 co-moving stars. Since then, many studies have contributed
to increase the number of members of this association (e. g. Tor-
res et al. 2006, Malo et al. 2013, Binks et al. 2015, and Riedel
et al. 2017b). Nowadays, there are a few hundreds of candidate
members of the β Pic moving group, making it one of the richest
associations. Its proximity (∼ 40 pc), and observational char-
acteristics (it is visible both from the Southern and Northern
hemispheres) facilitated the discovery of members with a large
diversity of stellar masses and very interesting properties, such
as discs, confirmed exoplanets, and exocomets (Kalas & Jewitt
1995, Kalas et al. 2004, Lagrange et al. 2010, Lagrange et al.
2019, Chauvin et al. 2012, and Kiefer et al. 2014).
The age is one of the most fundamental parameters to study
stellar formation and evolution. β Pic has an estimated age of
∼20 Myr (Barrado y Navascués et al. 1999, Barrado y Navascúes
2001, Mamajek & Bell 2014, Binks & Jeffries 2014) which is of
particular interest to study several astrophysical processes such
as disc evolution and planet formation. However, different meth-
ods lead to a relatively broad range of values and errors ranging
from 10.8 Myr to 40 Myr (see Table 6 for a review of the litera-
ture age estimates of β Pic).
Among the few techniques available to determine stellar
ages, dynamical ages1 have the advantage that they are inde-
pendent of stellar evolutionary models. The main assumption of
this method is that the stars were formed together, in the past,
at a time when the association was most concentrated. This as-
sumption is supported by the lithium and isochronal ages where
there is no evidence of a significant age spread (Mamajek &
Bell 2014; Messina et al. 2016). Several authors in the litera-
ture used different techniques to traceback the positions and mo-
tions of the stars (linear trajectories, epicyclic approximation,
1 The term "kinematical ages" is sometimes used for similar purposes.
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orbital integration with a Galactic potential) and different defi-
nitions of the size of the association (e.g. standard deviation of
the positions in a privileged direction, in 3D, maximum distance
between members, pairwise encounters). Historically, the main
limitations of the traceback analysis were the observational un-
certainties in proper motions and the lack of trigonometric paral-
laxes and radial velocities to derive distances and spatial veloci-
ties (Ortega et al. 2002, 2004; Song et al. 2003). After the Gaia
Data Release 2 (DR2, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018a)
we have a large, uniform sample of stars with extremely precise
parallax and proper motions. Additionally, several authors mea-
sured radial velocities of β Pic members (e.g. Torres et al. 2006;
Shkolnik et al. 2012; Gagné & Faherty 2018) although these are
highly inhomogeneous and systematic errors may exist between
different studies. Currently, the main limitations of the traceback
analysis are: 1) the availability of an homogeneous and precise
dataset of radial velocities; 2) the design of a new strategy for
the selection of kinematic members, adequate to the present high
quality data, and 3) a statistically robust approach to analyse the
orbits and to establish a dynamical traceback age. In this study,
we made a special effort to prepare a clean sample with precise
and uniform data.
This work is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present
the spectroscopic observations we carried out and the process to
measure precise radial velocities for new and archive data. We
also describe the improvements of our method to select a bona
fide sample of kinematic members from our initial list of candi-
dates from the literature. In Section 3 we describe the algorithm
used to derive the dynamical age and analyse in detail the orbits
of the bona fide members. In Section 4 we discuss the results
obtained and, finally we conclude in Sect. 5.
2. Data and sample selection
In this section we present a compilation of confirmed mem-
bers and new candidates reported in the literature over the past
decade. In order to have a sample with homogeneous stellar pa-
rameters, we use the 5D astrometric solution (positions, par-
allaxes, and proper motions) of the Gaia DR2 catalogue. We
complement these data with a set of radial velocities (from our
own observations plus archival data) analysed using the same
methodology. In this study we use the radial velocities published
in the literature and in Gaia DR2 only to compare with our own
determinations. In Table 1 we review the selection process from
the initial compilation to the final sample.
Our initial sample is based on Torres et al. (2008), Schlieder
et al. (2012), Malo et al. (2013), Malo et al. (2014a), Gagné et al.
(2015a,b), Alonso-Floriano et al. (2015), Messina et al. (2017),
Gagné et al. (2018) and Gagné & Faherty (2018). This results
in a sample of 236 stars after removing the sources in common
among the several studies. Binaries and multiple systems are
counted as one single object unless they have been resolved in
previous studies. These authors used different algorithms based
on the kinematics (and included the photometry in some cases)
to identify new candidates or confirm members of β Pic. Most
of these studies are pre-Gaia or were carried with partial infor-
mation (missing parallaxes and/or radial velocities). For this rea-
son, it has been mandatory to develop a tool to reject kinematic
outliers with our homogeneous and precise astrometry and spec-
troscopy (see Sect. 2.3).
2.1. Proper motions and parallaxes
We use the proper motions and parallaxes of the Gaia DR2 cat-
alogue which constitute the most recent and precise astromet-
ric measurements available to date for our sample. To iden-
tify the Gaia DR2 counterparts of the stars in our sample
we used the 2MASS source identifier (which are given in the
original tables used to construct our initial sample) and the
TMASS_BEST_NEIGHBOUR table available in the Gaia archive.
For 42 sources we did not find a counter part with this proce-
dure, so we manually refine the match considering position and
magnitude. Finally, we find proper motions and parallaxes for
222 stars in our initial sample. There are 8 sources in Gaia DR2
with only the two-parameter solution and 6 not in Gaia DR2
(see App. A). The median of the uncertainties of this sample are
∼ 0.1 mas yr−1 in proper motions and 0.08 mas in parallax which
lead to a median error in tangential velocity of 0.19 km s−1, ob-
tained taking into account the correlations among the astrometric
parameters (see Table 1).
2.2. Radial velocities
The scarcity and quality of the radial velocities of β Pic stars are
currently two of the main limitations to derive an accurate esti-
mate of the dynamical age of the association. Even though many
radial velocity measurements are available in the literature (e.g.
Torres et al. 2006, Kharchenko et al. 2007, Shkolnik et al. 2012,
Gagné & Faherty 2018) we resort to reanalyse the spectra avail-
able in public archives to ensure that all the radial velocities are
derived using the same methodology. The consistency and ho-
mogeneity of the individual measurements is indeed particularly
important in dynamical traceback analysis (see e.g. Miret-Roig
et al. 2018).
2.2.1. New spectroscopic observations
We performed spectroscopic observations of β Pic stars with
three different instruments. The FEROS spectrograph (Kaufer
et al. 1999) mounted on the ESO/MPG 2.2 m telescope oper-
ated at La Silla (Chile) was used to collect the spectra of 43 stars
as part of programme 103.A-9009 (PI: W. Brandner). These ob-
servations were performed in OBJCAL mode that allows for si-
multaneous acquisition of the target spectrum and the calibration
lamp during July and August 2019. We observed 8 stars with
the CAFE spectrograph (Aceituno et al. 2013; Lillo-Box et al.
2020) mounted on the 2.2 m telescope of the Calar Alto Ob-
servatory (programme: H18-2.2-015, F19-2.2-002, PI: D. Bar-
rado). The observations were carried out from July to October
2018, right after the upgrade of the instrument. The data were
processed using the new instrument pipeline described in Lillo-
Box et al. (2020), which performs the basic reduction and ex-
tracts the radial velocities. Finally, another 14 stars were ob-
served with the SOPHIE spectrograph (Perruchot et al. 2008)
mounted on the 1.93 m telescope of the Haute-Provence Obser-
vatory (programmes: 2018A-PNPS005, 2019A-PNPS008, PI:
H. Bouy). These spectra were obtained in August 2018 and May
2019 and were processed with the instrument standard data re-
duction pipeline which measures radial velocities by numerical
cross-correlation techniques. The median signal-to-noise ratio of
our observations is 25.
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Table 1. Number of sources at each step of the data selection process (see Sect. 2).
# Members ground-based RV error Gaia RV error Gaia Vtan error
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
Candidate members from literature 236 0.5∗ 0.6 (55) 0.19 (222)
High quality RV (this work) 81 0.3 0.6 (31) 0.08 (79)
6D data (Gaia astrometry + high quality RV) 79 0.3 0.6 (31) 0.08
Suspected SB (this work) 2
SB from literature 35
Single 42
Single following kinematic criteria (see Sect. 2.3) 27
0.3 0.6 (13) 0.05
Confirmed by orbital analysis (bona fide sample) 26
Notes. Columns 3–4 indicate the median radial velocity error obtained from ground-based surveys and from the Gaia DR2 catalogue, respectively.
For comparison, in column 5 we indicate the median tangential errors obtained with the Gaia DR2 parallaxes and proper motions, obtained taking
into account the correlation among the astrometric parameters. The number of Gaia sources used to estimate the median velocity errors is indicated
in brackets in each case.
(*) median radial velocity errors published in the literature for the 137 stars with radial velocity previous to this work. This sample is inhomogeneous
and may be affected by systematic errors among different studies.
Table 2. Spectra analysed in this study from our spectroscopic observa-
tions plus archival data.
Spectrograph R ∆λ # Spectra
(nm) total/this work
FEROS 48 000 350− 920 167 / 45
HARPS 115 000 378− 691 138 / 0
ELODIE 45 000 385− 680 45 / 0
SOPHIE 75 000 387− 694 62 / 62
UVES 110 000 300−1100 277 / 0
CAFE 62 000 407− 925 34 / 34
Notes. Number of spectra analysed and number of new spectra obtained
in this study with different instruments. The total number of spectra
analysed is 723 and 141 of them are new. The (maximum) resolving
power and spectral range of each spectrograph are indicated.
2.2.2. Spectroscopic archival data
In addition to the observations conducted by our team we did
an exhaustive search for the spectra available in public archives.
As shown in Table 2, a total of 582 spectra have been col-
lected from the European Southern Observatory (ESO) and the
ELODIE archives. We reanalysed all these data (see Sect. 2.2.3)
and provide radial velocities for a larger number of stars. Table 2
shows the instruments that have been used in this study and the
respective number of spectra analysed in each case. We specify
the number of new spectroscopic observations presented in this
work (see Sect. 2.2.1) which constitute a 20% of all the spec-
tra. We note that some sources have been observed several times
with the same or various instruments. In fact, the 723 spectra cor-
respond to 81 different stars, 54% of which have been observed
once, 18% twice, and the rest three or more times. We refer to
Sect. 2.2.3 for a description of how we combined the different
radial velocity measures for the same star.
2.2.3. Radial velocities determination
The observed and downloaded spectra were reduced using the
official pipeline available for each instrument. We derived radial
velocities by cross-correlating the reduced spectra of the stars
with the closest mask to its spectral type. We used six different
masks of spectral types A0, F0, G2, K0, K5, M5 and the iSpec
routines for this purpose (Blanco-Cuaresma et al. 2014; Blanco-
Cuaresma 2019). This procedure follows the cross-correlation
technique (Baranne et al. 1996; Pepe et al. 2002) and fits a Gaus-
sian profile to the cross-correlation function (CCF) to derive the
radial velocity and associated uncertainty. We discard the radial
velocity measurements resulting from a poor fit to the CCF due
to, e.g., a low signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum or a mismatch
between the spectral type of the star and the adopted mask. We
used the effective temperatures given in Gaia DR2 as a rough es-
timate of the spectral type of the star to choose the corresponding
mask. For each star we compute the radial velocity scatter from
the results obtained with 3 different masks: the closest mask (M)
to the spectral type of the star, one before (M-1) and one after
(M+1). We add this number in quadrature to the formal uncer-
tainty returned from the iSpec routines. The later step accounts
for the observed fluctuation on the radial velocity results derived
from different masks2.
We derive radial velocities for 81 stars of our initial sam-
ple of β Pic candidates by combining our own observations with
archival spectra (see Table C.7). In the case of multiple radial
velocity measurements for the same star we proceed as follows.
For each radial velocity solution (for a given star) we generate a
sample of 10 000 synthetic measurements from a Gaussian dis-
tribution where the mean and variance correspond to the radial
velocity and its uncertainty. We repeat this process for all radial
velocity measurements of the star. Then, we take the mean of
the joint distribution of synthetic radial velocities as our final re-
sult for the radial velocity of the star. The uncertainties on the
resulting radial velocity are computed from the 16% and 84%
2 This method provided an overestimate uncertainty for the β Pic star
since it is a fast rotator (v sin i = 120 km s −1, Lagrange et al. 2019)
and only the A0 mask provides reasonable CCF fit. The formal error
returned by the iSpec routines is 2.2 km s −1, a 60% smaller than the
final uncertainty we obtain from different masks (5.5 km s −1).
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percentiles of the joint distribution of synthetic radial velocities.
We note that for 10 stars (12% of the radial velocities we de-
termine) our radial velocity is the first measurement ever made.
This is an important product of our work since these data can be
used to assess the membership and to study the dynamics of the
association in 6D. Additionally, six of them are in our final bona
fide sample of 26 stars (see Sect 2.3).
In Table 1 we compare the quality of our radial velocities
with the Gaia DR2 catalogue and with previous ground-based
spectroscopic surveys. We find a radial velocity in the literature
for 137 sources in our initial sample. These measurements come
from a variety of different surveys with different qualities and
methods to determine the radial velocity. Our measurements are
homogeneous and about 40% more precise than this compilation
which is crucial for the success of our work. We see that the ra-
dial velocities of our sample are twice as precise as theGaiaDR2
radial velocities and we have a measurement for a larger number
of sources. We identified and discarded 35 sources which have
been classified as binaries in previous works. In order to include
the binaries in our study we would need to determine the radial
velocity motion of the centre of mass which is beyond the scope
of this work.
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the radial velocities de-
rived in our study with the ones in Gaia DR2 and the ones
in other spectroscopic surveys in the literature for the 42 sin-
gle stars with 6D data in our sample. We found hints of bina-
rity in two sources (2MASS J19312434-2134226 and 2MASS
J22571130+3639451) and we discarded them from the analysis
(see App. B). The median difference and root mean square error
(RMSE) between the Gaia DR2 radial velocities and our mea-
sures are 0.7 km s−1 and 1.0 km s−1, respectively. These values
are computed disregarding the source with a radial velocity dif-
ference of about 5 km s−1. The Gaia DR2 radial velocity of this
star is based only in two transits which is probably the reason
for its large uncertainty. If we compare the radial velocities from
the literature and our sample we obtain a median difference and
RMSE of 0.3 km s−1 and 0.9 km s−1, respectively. Since we be-
lieve that the homogeneity and precision of our radial velocities
is superior to any other sample we only use our measurements in
the forthcoming analysis.
2.3. Kinematic sample selection
In this section we present the kinematic selection we designed
to discard kinematic outliers in our sample. Kinematic outliers
in the context of the present study refer to sources with a veloc-
ity significantly different than the group, either because they are
non-members or because they are variable due to e.g. multiplic-
ity. First, we introduce the notation we adopted to refer to po-
sition and velocity coordinate systems. We used the curvilinear
heliocentric coordinates (ξ′, η′, ζ′) defined in Asiain et al. (1999)
to place the stars in the configuration space. This coordinate sys-
tem is centred at the current position of the Sun (R = 8.4 kpc)
and rotates around the Galactic centre with a frequency of the
circular velocity of ω = 28.81 km s−1 kpc−1 (Irrgang et al.
2013). It has the advantage that it minimises the variation in each
component of the configuration space. The radial component ξ′
points towards the Galactic anti-centre, the azimuthal compo-
nent η′ is measured along the circle of radius R and is positive
in the sense of the galactic rotation, and the vertical component
ζ′ is defined positive towards the north Galactic pole. We also re-
fer to the corresponding velocities as ξ˙′, η˙′, ζ˙′. The second refer-
ence system considered in this work is the Cartesian heliocentric
system. The spatial components X,Y,Z and velocity components
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42 single stars with 6D data (see Table 1). Our final sample of 26 stars
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U,V,W, are defined with X,U pointing towards the Galactic cen-
tre, Y,V towards the direction of Galactic rotation and Z,W to-
wards the north Galactic pole. We use a peculiar solar motion
of (U,V,W) = (11.1, 12.24, 7.25) km s−1 (Schönrich et al.
2010).
In Figure 2 we represent the velocity distribution of the 42
single stars with Gaia astrometry and radial velocities from this
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work. We see that a number of sources have a significant scatter.
Most of them were classified as members of β Pic with pre-Gaia
astrometry or with no radial velocity information and clearly ap-
pear to be kinematic outliers with our extremely precise data.
We discard the kinematic outliers in the 3D velocity distribution
(ξ˙′, η˙′, ζ˙′) in a similar way to what we did in Miret-Roig et al.
(2018). The major improvement is that in this work we use a
robust estimator of the covariance matrix (the Minimum Covari-
ance Determinant from Sklearn, Pedregosa et al. 2011) to fit the
central location ( #»µ ) and the covariance matrix (Σ) of the velocity
ellipsoid of the association. Then, we compute the Mahalanobis
distance of each object defined as:
DM( #»x ) =
√
( #»x − #»µ )T Σ−1 ( #»x − #»µ ). (1)
In Figure B.1 we show the distribution of Mahalanobis dis-
tances. We use the percentile p65 to discard the kinematic out-
liers and retain 27 kinematic members (dots in Fig. 2). This
threshold is empiric and represents the best compromise between
rejecting kinematic outliers which hinder the traceback analysis
and keeping kinematic members in the final sample. When we
compute the orbits of our targets (see Sect. 3.1) we immediately
see that one of them (2MASS J11493184–7851011, red circle in
Fig. 2) has an orbit significantly different from the main group
and thus, we discard this object. This star has a kinematics sim-
ilar to β Pic but it is at > 3σ in positions with respect to β Pic.
We also checked that this object has the largest Mahalanobis dis-
tance to the centre of the velocity distribution. We refer to App. B
for a detailed discussion, source-by-source, of the kinematically
rejected sources. The final sample contains 26 bona fide mem-
bers of β Pic and their 3D positions and velocities are given in
Table 3 (available at CDS).
2.4. Bona fide β Pic sample
In this paper we made a major effort to prepare a robust sample
of β Pic members with the best precision possible in their deter-
mination of the positions in the 6D space phase. Then we used
this valuable data to identify and remove kinematic outliers. In
this section we review the main characteristics of our final sam-
ple.
The relative error in parallax of these members is less than
1% which allows us to compute the distance as the inverse of
parallax. We note that four stars have a parallax error < 0.1% at
distances up to 50 pc. The median relative errors in proper mo-
tions are of 0.3% in right ascension (µα∗ ) and 0.09% in declina-
tion (µδ). The precision in µα∗ and µδ is similar but a few mem-
bers have µα∗ close to zero which increases the relative error.
The β Pic star is the brightest source (G = 3.7 mag) and causes
a fraction of the pixel used in the standard Gaia DR2 analysis to
be saturated. Hence, measurements of its centroid position and
the resulting astrometry are less precise than for fainter sources
(G > 6 mag) (Lindegren et al. 2018).
In Table 4 we provide the median heliocentric position and
velocity of β Pic. We see that the observational uncertainties in
positions (σerr) are of the order of tenths of parsecs and thus, the
observed dispersion (σobs) can be interpreted as an intrinsic dis-
persion (σint). The dispersion in the Galactic plane (X,Y com-
ponents) is twice the vertical dispersion (Z). When we look at
the velocity dispersion we find that the median errors in veloc-
ity (σerr) are significantly smaller than the velocity dispersion
observed (σobs), indicating the presence of an intrinsic cosmic
dispersion (σint). Therefore, the dispersion we observe in Fig. 2
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Fig. 3. Orbital projection in the Galactic plane (top left) and in the two
vertical planes (bottom left and top right) of our bona fide sample of
26 members of β Pic, integrated back in time 50 Myr, under the new
A&S potential. The orbits are colour-coded with the backwards time,
the black squares represent the positions in the present (t = 0 Myr),
and the blue dots represent positions at birth time (t = −18.5 Myr). The
filled markers correspond to the core of β Pic defined in Sect. 3.2.
is intrinsic and not due to observational errors. The velocity el-
lipsoid is elongated in the radial direction (towards the Galac-
tic centre) with a dispersion twice the one in the other two di-
rections. The typical velocity dispersions observed in molecular
clouds are of the order of 0.5 to 1 km s−1 in nearby, low-mass star
forming regions (Hennebelle & Falgarone 2012; Heyer & Dame
2015, and references therein), similar to the velocity dispersion
we find in β Pic.
3. Traceback analysis
In this section, we describe our methodology to perform the
traceback analysis which is based on the work of Miret-Roig
et al. (2018) with some improvements.
3.1. Towards a dynamical age estimate
We consider the same 3D Milky Way potential as in Miret-Roig
et al. (2018), to integrate the equations of motion. This model
is based on the Allen & Santillan (1991) potential which con-
sists of a spherical central bulge, a disc, and a massive spheri-
cal halo, but with updated parameters taken from Irrgang et al.
(2013, their Table 1). Hereafter we refer to this model as new
A&S and we compare it with other axisymmetric models in Sec-
tion 3.3. In Figure 3, we show the 2D orbital projections in the
Galactic plane and the two vertical planes of the 26 bona fide
members in our sample. The orbits have been integrated back in
time 50 Myr.
Following the example of many others (e.g. Fernández et al.
2008; Ducourant et al. 2014; Mamajek & Bell 2014; Riedel et al.
2017b; Miret-Roig et al. 2018) we define the dynamical age as
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Table 4. Parameters of the distribution in positions (in pc) and in velocities (in km s−1) of the 26 bona fide kinematic members of β Pic in the
present (t = 0 Myr).
Positions
X Y Z σobs,X σobs,Y σobs,Z σerr,X σerr,Y σerr,Z σint,X σint,Y σint,Z
47.49 −7.89 −17.92 16.04 13.18 7.44 0.11 0.04 0.05 15.93 13.14 7.39
Velocities
U V W σobs,U σobs,V σobs,W σerr,U σerr,V σerr,W σint,U σint,V σint,W
−8.74 −16.16 −9.98 1.49 0.54 0.70 0.24 0.11 0.11 1.25 0.43 0.59
Notes. Columns indicate: (1–3) central location of the distribution, (4–6) robust standard deviation, (7–9) median errors, and (10–12) a rough
estimate of the intrinsic dispersion, computed as σ2int = σ
2
obs − σ2err.
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Fig. 4. Size of the β Pic association as a function of backwards time computed with the empirical covariance estimate (top panels) and the robust
covariance estimate (bottom panels). The association size estimates considered in this study are indicated in the legend and described in the text.
The lines represent the median of 1 000 bootstrap repetitions and the shaded areas represent the 1σ uncertainties. The orbits were integrated using
the new A&S potential.
the time at which the members of the association were most con-
centrated in space. The algorithm to measure the degree of con-
centration, hereafter the size of the association, is of uttermost
importance and different strategies to compute the size have been
used in the literature. These different methodologies have signif-
icantly contributed to the large spread in the dynamical trace-
back ages determined. In general, the size of the association is
estimated with the empiric standard deviation in the spatial coor-
dinates. However, it is very sensitive to the presence of outliers,
i.e. members which significantly deviate from the mean position
of the association which are not necessarily contaminants. In this
section we present three strategies to estimate the size of the as-
sociation as function of time. Some of them are based on classi-
cal functions used in the literature (i.e. the variance) and others
are novel, represent the overall variance of the association, and
are independent of the coordinates chosen. In the following, we
define the three functions we use to estimate the size of the as-
sociation in a way that they all have units of length.
– The size in the radial, azimuthal, and vertical directions (S ξ′ ,
S η′ , S ζ′ ) are the squared root of the diagonal terms of the
covariance matrix in each direction.
– The Trace Covariance Matrix Size (S TCM) is defined as:
S TCM =
[
Tr(Σ)
3
]1/2
. (2)
– The Determinant Covariance Matrix Size (S DCM) is defined
as:
S DCM = [det(Σ)]1/6 . (3)
Each of these expressions are computed from the covariance
matrix of the association in the configuration space. We used two
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Fig. 5. Dynamical age distribution of the bona fide β Pic members, ob-
tained with the robust estimate of the covariance matrix. The distribu-
tion obtained with the S TCM size estimator is colour coded with the
68%, 95%, and 99.7% highest density intervals. The distribution ob-
tained with the S DCM size estimator is shown in dashed lines and the
same highest density intervals are shown. The orbits were integrated
using the new A&S potential and we computed 1 000 bootstrap repeti-
tions.
different algorithms to estimate the covariance matrix, namely
the empirical covariance estimation, and the robust covariance
estimation, both from the Sklearn packages (Pedregosa et al.
2011). Whereas the first corresponds to the classical maximum
likelihood estimator, the second is less sensitive to outliers in the
dataset.
The size estimators S ξ′ , S η′ , and S ζ′ , when computed with
the empirical covariance estimation, correspond to the classical
standard deviation in each direction. The other two size estima-
tors (S TCM and S DCM) can be interpreted from the eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix. The trace of the association, often referred
as the total variance of the covariance matrix, coincides with the
sum of its eigenvalues. In Eq. 2, we introduced a factor 1/3 (in
a 3D space) so that we can interpret the S TCM estimator as the
arithmetic mean of the variances in the individual components.
In any case, this multiplicative factor changes the absolute value
of the size estimator but not the locus of the minimum, which is
our main interest. The determinant of the covariance matrix, also
known as the generalised variance, can be interpreted as the ge-
ometric mean of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. Then,
the volume of the association is proportional to the squared root
of the determinant of the covariance matrix. Finally, we define
the diagonal of the Determinant Covariance Matrix Size (S dDCM)
analogously to the S DCM size but only considering the diago-
nal terms, i.e. neglecting the correlations among the three spatial
components. This is not a good estimator of the size of the as-
sociation since it neglects part of the information included in the
covariance matrix. However, it can be understood as a geometric
mean of the size estimators S ξ′ , S η′ , S ζ′ , so we include it only
for comparison.
In Figure 4 we show the six parameters defining the size of
β Pic (S ξ′ , S η′ , S ζ′ , S TCM , S DCM , S DVM) computed with the em-
pirical covariance estimate and the robust covariance estimate as
function of time. It is remarkable that the minimum size obtained
with the empirical covariance estimate (top panels) depends on
the size estimator while we find a minimum at a similar times
for all the size estimators considered with the robust covariance
estimate (bottom panels). This is because the robust covariance
estimate gives less weight to sources with a large dispersion, at-
tenuating the impact of outliers.
From now on, we only consider the size estimates computed
with the robust covariance estimates. In the left bottom panel of
Fig. 4, we show the dispersion in the radial, azimuthal, and ver-
tical direction independently. We see that the vertical component
does not provide useful information to constrain the age of the
association while the two components in the Galactic plane have
a minimum at a similar time. In this panel we highlighted the
azimuthal component (S η′ ) which is the size estimator we used
in Miret-Roig et al. (2018).
In the middle bottom panel, we add the size from the de-
terminant of the covariance matrix (S DCM) and, for comparison,
the inaccurate size using only the diagonal values of this matrix
(S dDCM), i.e. with and without correlations, respectively. Both
curves have close minima with a time difference of ∼ 1 Myr,
and are also similar to the age obtained with the S η′ size esti-
mator. The correlations reduce the value of the determinant and
in consequence, the absolute value of S DCM , estimating a birth
size of the association of ∼ 5 pc. In the right bottom panel, we
include the size estimator from the trace (S TCM). As mentioned
before, the S TCM and S DCM sizes correspond to the arithmetic
and geometric mean of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix,
respectively. These two statistics are related by an inequality in
which the arithmetic mean is always larger than the geometric
mean, and they are only equal if all the individual values are the
same. This corresponds to an isotropic covariance matrix, which
is not the case in our study.
Currently, thanks to the excellent astrometric precision of
Gaia and the homogeneous precise radial velocity sample de-
rived in this work, the observational uncertainties are no longer
what dominates the uncertainties in the dynamical age. We prop-
agated the present uncertainties with an analytic approximation
(Miret-Roig et al. 2018) and estimated that the dispersion due
to observational uncertainties is . 2 pc at the time of minimum
size. At birth, the association had a S TCM size of ∼ 7 pc (see
Fig. 4), similar to what has been observed in star forming re-
gions such as Ophiuchus (Cánovas et al. 2019), Taurus (Galli
et al. 2019), and Corona Australis (Galli et al. 2020).
As mentioned, the sample selection (i.e. the presence of con-
taminants or unidentified binaries) is extremely important. To
estimate the impact of the sample selection on the age, we took
1 000 random samples of the 26 bona fide β Pic members and
estimated the dynamical age with each. Then, we can determine
a dynamical age and a robust uncertainty from the distribution
of ages. In Figure 5 we report a kernel density estimate of the
age distribution with a bandwidth of 1 Myr, this value is smaller
and of the order of the age uncertainties. In Table 5 we report the
mode and the 68%, 95%, and 99.7% highest density intervals3
of the age distribution. Considering the S TCM size estimator and
the 68% highest density interval we find a dynamical age of β Pic
of 18.5+2.0−2.4 Myr (see Table 5). With the S DCM size estimator we
obtain a similar age, 17.6+3.5−2.9 Myr. We note that the two values
agree within a 1 Myr difference which is significantly smaller
than the age uncertainty.
3 The highest density interval is defined such that all points within the
interval have a higher probability density than all points outside the in-
terval. We used the ArviZ python package (Kumar et al. 2019) to com-
pute it.
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Fig. 6. Dynamical age distribution of β Pic obtained with the S TCM size
estimator and different axisymmetric potentials (solid lines) and with
the new A&S + spiral arms (P03) potential (dashed line).
3.2. Signs of substructure at birth time
When we look at Fig. 3 we see that at birth time some stars ap-
peared to be more concentrated forming a core (filled dots) while
a few members appeared to be more dispersed (empty dots). To
identify these two populations we compute the Mahalanobis dis-
tance (Eq. 1) with the robust central location and covariance of
the 3D spatial distribution (ξ′, η′, ζ′). In Figure C.1 we show the
distribution of the Mahalanobis distances. We used the percentile
p68 to separate the core from the peripheral stars which results
in 17 core stars and 9 peripheral stars (see Table 3). These stars
were selected at birth time in the space of positions and in this
space they appear most concentrated (see Fig. 3). Interestingly,
in the present the stars forming the core appear more dispersed
than those originally more dispersed. In the velocity space, both
populations are mixed in the present and at birth time.
It is worth mentioning that if we use only the 17 core stars
to study the dynamical age, we obtain an age very similar to the
value we obtained in Sect. 3.1. With the S TCM size we find an age
of 18.8+1.7−2.1 Myr and with the S DCM size an age of 17.6
+3.5
−1.2 Myr.
As expected, in this case were all the stars are well concentrated
at birth time, the age is independent of the covariance estimate
used (empirical or robust). Additionally, the small bump we ob-
serve in Figure 6 at ∼ −15 Myr disappears with the age distri-
bution obtained only with the 17 core stars. In short, if we use
the core sample of 17 stars to trace back the age of β Pic we
find variations of less than 1 Myr with respect to the value we
obtained in Sect. 3.1, with all the covariance and size estimates
considered in this study. This is the first time that the spatial dis-
tribution of β Pic is analysed in detail and these results should be
revisited with a larger sample of members.
3.3. Effect of the Galactic potential
In this section we discuss the effect of considering dif-
ferent Galactic axisymmetric potentials and including non-
axisymmetric structures such as spiral arms, on the dynamical
age. First, we considered two additional axisymmetric poten-
tials, namely the one of McMillan (2017, hereafter McMillan17)
and the one of Bovy (2015, hereafter MWPotential14). These
two models together with the new A&S model have similar ro-
tation curves in the range of radius relevant here with only slight
differences in the mass distribution as can be seen in their re-
spective rotation curves (Figure D.1 in Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018b for a comparison of new A&S and McMillan2017, and
Figure 8 in Bovy 2015 for MWpotential14).
We also used a non-axisymmetric potential which accounts
for the spiral arms in addition to the axisymmetric potential de-
scribed in Sect. 3.1. The 3D spiral model is the PERLAS spiral
arms from Pichardo et al. (2003, hereafter new A&S + spiral
arms (P03)). The locus is the one following Drimmel & Spergel
(2001) and has a pitch angle of 15.5◦. We take a pattern speed
of ΩP = 21 km s−1 kpc−1 and a mass of 0.04% of the disc mass.
These values are in agreement with the values proposed in An-
toja et al. (2011). Recently, Eilers et al. (2020) estimated a den-
sity contrast at the solar radius of 20% which is similar to the
amplitude of the arms used here which leads to a contrast of
around 23% (Antoja et al. 2011).
In Figure 6 we present the dynamical age distribution ob-
tained with different axisymmetric potentials and with the non-
axisymmetric potential with spiral arms. In Table 5 we report the
percentiles of the dynamical age distribution for each of the po-
tentials considered. The variations in the dynamical age due to
the Galactic potential are minimal, and they are all compatible
with the value we obtained in Sect. 3.1. Therefore, we conclude
that the variations in the dynamical age produced by different
Galactic potentials are much lower than our main source of un-
certainty, i.e. the membership. This is valid for the potentials we
have tested, the parameters of which are constrained by recent
observations of the Milky Way and can be explained for the short
integration times given the low age of the association. Given that
the different Galactic potentials considered here lead to changes
in the dynamical age smaller than the current uncertainties, we
decided to keep the results obtained with the new A&S potential
which has less parameters.
4. Discussion
In the previous section we discussed different strategies to de-
termine the dynamical traceback age of β Pic. All of them are
compatible, with differences of . 1 Myr, significantly smaller
than the age uncertainties. From now on, we adopt the an age
of 18.5+2.0−2.4 Myr, obtained for the sample of 26 bona fide mem-
bers, with the S TCM size, and with the axisymmetric potential.
Our study, provides the first traceback age which conforms with
other dynamical ages recently published in the literature such
as the expansion or the forward modelling algorithms and with
ages based on evolutionary models such as the lithium depletion
or the isochronal ages. In Table 6 we present a compilation of
previous age estimates published in the literature and we see that
our determination is compatible with the majority of them. The
first reliable age determination of the β Pic star and its moving
group was an isochronal age presented in Barrado y Navascués
et al. (1999), 20 ± 10 Myr, in full agreement with our current
estimate.
The earliest traceback studies of β Pic obtained an age of 11–
13 Myr (Ortega et al. 2002, Song et al. 2003, Ortega et al. 2004),
younger that what we find here. These differences are most prob-
ably due to the large observational uncertainties of the pre-Gaia
astrometry, and thus to the presence of a significant number of
kinematic contaminants. Those authors used the maximum size
between stars to determine the age of the association. We did not
consider this size estimator in our study but it is clearly sensitive
to the presence of outliers in the dataset.
Miret-Roig et al. (2018) measured a dynamical age of β Pic
of 13+7−0 Myr with a method very similar to the one presented in
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Table 5. Dynamical age (in Myr) obtained with the robust metrics for different potentials. We report the mode and the highest density interval for
probabilities of 68%, 95%, and 99.7%.
Potential Size estimator p0.15 p2.5 p16 mode p84 p97.5 p99.85
new A&S S DCM -32.0 -27.6 -21.1 -17.6 -14.7 -6.8 0
McMillan17 S DCM -43.9 -29.3 -20.2 -17.7 -14.6 -8.1 0
MWPotential14 S DCM -46.5 -27.8 -21.2 -17.7 -14.6 -6.1 -1.5
new A&S + spiral arms (P03) S DCM -46.4 -29.3 -20.8 -17.9 -14.4 -7.6 0
new A&S S TCM -25.2 -22.0 -20.5 -18.5 -15.9 -5.6 0
McMillan17 S TCM -26.3 -22.2 -19.7 -18.2 -15.2 -8.6 0
MWPotential14 S TCM -26.3 -23.7 -20.7 -18.7 -16.2 -7.6 0
new A&S + spiral arms (P03) S TCM -26.4 -22.3 -20.2 -18.5 -15.9 -5.6 0
Table 6. Literature age estimates for β Pic. This table is an udated version of Table 1 from Mamajek & Bell (2014).
Reference Age Method
Barrado y Navascués et al. (1999) 20 ± 10 Myr CMD isochronal age (KM stars)
Zuckerman et al. (2001) 12+8−4 Myr H-R diagram isochronal age (KM stars)
Ortega et al. (2002) 11.5 Myr Dynamical (Traceback) age
Song et al. (2003) 12 Myr Dynamical (Traceback) age
Ortega et al. (2004) 10.8 ± 0.3 Myr Dynamical (Traceback) age
Torres et al. (2006) 18 Myr Dynamical (Expansion) age
Makarov (2007) 31 ± 21 Myr Dynamical (Traceback) age
Mentuch et al. (2008) 21 ± 9 Myr Li depletion
Macdonald & Mullan (2010) ∼ 40 Myr Li depletion (magnetoconvection models)
Binks & Jeffries (2014) 21 ± 4 Myr Li depletion boundary
Malo et al. (2014b) 26 ± 3 Myr Li depletion boundary
Malo et al. (2014b) 21.5 ± 6.5 Myr (15–28 Myr) H–R diagram isochronal age (KM stars)
Mamajek & Bell (2014) 22 ± 3 Myr CMD isochronal age (FG stars)
Mamajek & Bell (2014) 13 − 58 Myr Dynamical (Expansion) age
Bell et al. (2015) 24 ± 3 Myr CMD isochronal age
Messina et al. (2016) 25 ± 3 Myr Li depletion boundary (rotation models)
Miret-Roig et al. (2018) 13+7−0 Myr Dynamical (Traceback) age
Crundall et al. (2019) 18.3+1.3−1.2 Myr Dynamical (Forward-modelling) age
Ujjwal et al. (2020) 19.38 Myr (5.5 − 54.5 Myr) CMD isochronal age
This work 18.5+2.0−2.4 Myr Dynamical (Traceback) age
this work. We believe that the main differences between these
two studies are 1) the precision of the 6D space phase positions,
2) the new sample selection based on a robust estimate of the
3D velocities covariance matrix, and 3) the new orbital anal-
ysis which uses an improved size estimator of the association.
In our previous study, we used the Gaia DR1 astrometry and a
compilation of radial velocities from the literature without any
treatment. Now, we used the improved precision of Gaia DR2
and a uniform sample of radial velocities. The median uncer-
tainty in the DR1 parallaxes and proper motions were 0.3 mas
and 0.2 mas yr−1, respectively, compared to the values 0.05 mas
and < 0.1 mas yr−1 now available from the DR2. We discarded
10 objects of our previous sample for being classified as binaries
and 5 others do not have a radial velocity measurement in our
work. These leaves only 6 objects in common between the two
works (23% of our new sample). The black solid line in Figure 4
(S η′ ) corresponds to the methodology used in Miret-Roig et al.
(2018) (their blue curve in Fig. 7). We see that with the empiric
covariance (top panel) matrix we still find younger dynamical
traceback ages. On the contrary, the size estimator S η′ , if we use
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a robust estimate of the covariance matrix, we recover a similar
age to the one reported in Sect. 3.1.
Another technique used in the literature to measure a kine-
matic age consists in studying if the association is under expan-
sion. Torres et al. (2006) found a linear relation between the
velocity and the position in the direction of the Galactic cen-
tre which results in an age of ∼ 18 Myr. In a similar approach,
Mamajek & Bell (2014) found an age of 21+10−5 Myr taking into
account the positions and velocities in the Galactic plane. Both
results are compatible with what we obtain here. In addition, we
used our new accurate sample to estimate an expansion age of
β Pic. We fitted a line between the cartesian heliocentric posi-
tions XYZ and velocities UVW. We find evidence of expansion
in the direction towards the Galactic centre and in the direction of
Galactic rotation with slopes of κX = 0.057± 0.006 km s −1 pc−1
and κY = 0.033±0.008 km s −1 pc−1, respectively. In the vertical
direction we find a slope of κZ = −0.02 ± 0.02 km s −1 pc−1,
slightly negative but compatible with zero. These coefficients re-
sult in an expansion age4 of 17 ± 2 Myr and 29 ± 4 Myr in the
radial and azimuthal directions. If we combine these measures
with a weighted mean as done by Mamajek & Bell (2014), we
obtain an expansion age of 20±4 Myr, with excellent agreement
with our traceback age.
Recently, Crundall et al. (2019) provided a new tool
(Chronostar) to determine a dynamical age applying the
forward-modelling technique, and obtained an age of
18.3+1.3−1.2 Myr. It is interesting to see how similar the re-
sults of their study are to ours despite the different sample
of members (we have 15 members in common, 25% of their
sample) and method used. These results prove that both methods
are complementary. Their method allowed them to detect the
β Pic members among a large catalogue of field stars while ours
provides a deeper orbital analysis allowing us to discover, for
example, the existence of a central core and a more dispersed
structure at birth time.
Finally, it is important to mention that the age estimates in
the literature based on the Li depletion or isochronal fitting ob-
tained values very similar to the one obtained here and, in gen-
eral, with a lower dispersion than the dynamical age estimates
obtained up to now (see Table 6). If we exclude the work of Mac-
donald & Mullan (2010) which obtained an age of ∼ 40 Myr,
twice the other works, we obtain a median value of 21 ± 4 Myr
which is in good agreement with the age we measured. This is an
important result since our method is independent of evolutionary
models and these are two very different strategies.
5. Conclusions
In this work we measured a dynamical, traceback age of the β Pic
moving group of 18.5+2.0−2.4 Myr which is compatible with ages
based on evolutionary models. Our age estimate is the first trace-
back age that reconciles the ages determined by the traceback
method with other dynamical ages (expansion, forward mod-
elling), lithium depletion ages or isochronal ages.
The precision in the dynamical traceback age we achieved
in this study is thanks to the combination of the Gaia DR2 as-
trometry and the uniform radial velocity sample of single stars
that we produced in this work. We measured the radial velocity
of 81 candidate members of β Pic in a uniform manner. For ten
sources, our measure is the first radial velocity estimate. This is
an important result of our work which allowed us to identify 15
4 To compute the expansion age we used the relation τ = γ−1κ−1 ,
where γ = 1.022 712 165 s pc km−1 Myr−1.
kinematic outliers from our initial sample and two new potential
spectroscopic binaries.
Our improved algorithm to determine the age (based on our
previous work, Miret-Roig et al. 2018) provides a more rigor-
ous kinematic sample selection and an improved orbital analy-
sis. We showed the importance of using a robust estimate of the
covariance matrix (instead of an empirical one) to minimise the
impact of outliers (sources which deviate from the central locus
of the association which are not necessarily contaminants). We
explored different size estimators computed from the covariance
matrix to determine the dynamical age (the standard deviation in
different directions, the determinant, and the trace). All of them
provide dynamical ages with differences of less than 1 Myr, i.e.
compatible within the uncertainties, when computed from the
robust covariance matrix. Our thorough orbital analysis allowed
us to propose the existence of a central core of 17 stars which
appeared more concentrate at birth time.
In this study we showed that different potentials (i.e. axysim-
metrics and including the effect of spiral arms) lead to changes
in the dynamical age that are within the current uncertainties.
Nowadays, the major source of uncertainty in the dynamical,
traceback age is the sample selection and the errors in the ra-
dial velocity estimates. For this reason, we stress the importance
of choosing samples with accurate radial velocity data, with un-
certainties comparable to the imminent eDR3 Gaia release. This
is crucial to reject kinematic contaminants and binaries and for
the success of a traceback analysis.
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Appendix A: Cross-match with Gaia DR2
In Section 2 we cross-matched our sample of candidate mem-
bers of β Pic with the Gaia DR2 catalogue to obtain the proper
motions and parallaxes. There are six sources which are not in
the Gaia DR2 catalogue and eight which only have the two-
parameter solution in Gaia. In this Appendix we discuss the rea-
sons for which these sources where not in the DR2 catalogue and
the perspectives for eDR3, expected for the end of 2020.
There are two sources, 2MASS J05120636-2949540 and
2MASS J04210718-6306022, with magnitudes G > 21 mag
which fail the first condition to have a five-parameter solution
in Gaia. The other six have an astrometric_sigma5d_max
too large and fail the third condition (equation 11 from Lin-
degren et al. 2018). The astrometric_sigma5d_max is a pa-
rameter used to detect cases where one or several parameters
from the five-parameter solution are poorly determined. These
stars are very nearby and have high proper motions which could
hinder the proper cross-match of the observed transits. In addi-
tion, at least two are spectroscopic binaries (2MASS J20100002-
2801410 and 2MASS J21374019+0137137), a fact that could
difficult the derivation of a proper AGIS solution.
There are three sources, 2MASS J00160844-0043021,
2MASS J03582255-4116060, and 2MASS J23433470-3646021
with a magnitude J & 15.8 mag which are fainter than the
Gaia detection limit. It is expected that they will not ap-
pear in any of the future Gaia releases. We checked5 that
the other three sources, 2MASS J01112542+1526214, 2MASS
J03323578+2843554, and 2MASS J05241914-1601153, have a
visibility_period_used < 6 and for that reason were re-
jected from the five-parameter solution. In addition, they are
known to be close spectroscopic binaries with separations of
0.2–0.6′′which can induce to an erroneous solution and are not
included in Gaia DR2 (Lindegren et al. 2018).
Appendix B: Kinematically discarded sources
Here we discuss possible reasons for which the 3D velocity of
the 15 kinematic outliers reported in Sect 2.3 was found incon-
sistent with the rest of members of β Pic. We also review the
two suspected spectroscopic binaries found in this work (see
Sect. 2.2.3) and the outiler in 3D positions (which was rejected
because of the different orbital motion with respect to the β Pic
members, see Sect. 2.3).
2MASS J01365516-0647379
This source was first classified as a candidate member of β Pic by
Malo et al. (2013) with a low membership probability of 27.4%,
taking into account the position, proper motion, magnitude, and
colour. Later, Malo et al. (2014a) revised the membership of this
source and found a probability of 99.9% including the radial
velocity of Shkolnik et al. (2012). Our radial velocity estimate
(13.02 ± 0.18 km s−1) is consistent with the value of Shkolnik
et al. (2012) (12.2±0.4 km s−1). Recently, Crundall et al. (2019)
also classified this source as a field contaminant based on Gaia
DR2 astrometry and the radial velocity of Shkolnik et al. (2012).
2MASS J01373545-0645375
This source was proposed as a candidate of β Pic by Gagné et al.
(2018). However, it had been previously classified as a mem-
5 https://gaia.esac.esa.int/gost/
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Fig. B.1. Histogram of the Mahalanobis distance to the centre of the
velocity distribution (ξ˙′, η˙′, ζ˙′) of the 42 single sources of our sample.
The vertical dashed line indicates the percentile p65 used to select the
kinematic members (see Sect. 2.3).
ber of the Hercules Lyra association by López-Santiago et al.
(2006) and Gagné et al. (2018) could not confirm its member-
ship because they did not consider the Hercules Lyra associ-
ation in their analysis. Our radial velocity estimate (12.01 ±
0.12 km s−1) is similar to a recent value from the literature
(11.658 ± 0.006 km s−1, Soubiran et al. 2018).
2MASS J02232663+2244069
Our radial velocity measurement (12.60 ± 0.15 km s−1) is con-
sistent with the one from the Gaia DR2 catalogue (12.1 ±
0.6 km s−1). This source was listed as a high probability (99%)
member of β Pic by Malo et al. (2013) based on a radial velocity
and a proper motion which differ by 2 km s−1 and 6 mas yr−1,
respectively, from Gaia DR2. The different data could explain
why this source was discarded by our kinematic selection and
the membership of this source has been revised with our data.
2MASS J03573393+2445106
We have three spectra for this source with radial velocity mea-
sures of 13.46 ± 0.18 km s−1 (2018-08-12), 13.44 ± 0.18 km s−1
(2018-08-14), and 15.30±0.14 km s−1 (2019-11-30). This source
is rotationally variable (0.86 days, Hartman et al. 2011) which
could explain the variations in the radial velocity that we mea-
sure. This source is a candidate of spectroscopic binary which
requires more follow-up observations to confirm it. We also note
that Crundall et al. (2019) classified it as a field contaminant.
2MASS J05004928+1527006
This source was classified as a member by Schlieder et al. (2012)
based on a predicted radial velocity of 13.70 ± 2.03 km s−1. We
measure a radial velocity of 18.4 ± 0.3 km s−1, similar to what
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has been reported in the literature (White et al. 2007), and sig-
nificantly different to the predicted value used in the previous
membership analysis. Additionally, this source has been classi-
fied as a member of the Taurus-Auriga complex (Kraus et al.
2017), and therefore is a likely contaminant in β Pic.
2MASS J08475676-7854532
This source was classified as a candidate of β Pic based on a pre-
dicted radial velocity of 13.4 ± 1.5 km s−1 (Malo et al. 2013).
This value is significantly different from our measurement of
23.1 ± 0.3 km s−1 and with the literature (23.4 ± 0.3 km s−1
from Malo et al. 2014a). Using Gaia, it has been proposed as a
member of η Chamaeleontis (Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018).
2MASS J11493184-7851011
This source was classified as a β Pic candidate based on a pre-
dicted radial velocity of 10.8 ± 1.6 km s−1 and a predicted dis-
tance of 68 pc ($ = 14.7 mas) by Malo et al. (2014a). Our two
radial velocity measurements differ by about 1.3 km s−1 between
them but have a mean value of 14.5 ± 0.8 km s−1, which is not
compatible with the predicted radial velocity in that study. The
Gaia DR2 parallax of this source is 9.92 ± 0.03 mas, indicating
this source is probably a contaminant. A recent study classified
this source as a  Chamaeleontis (Schneider et al. 2019).
2MASS J13545390-7121476
This source was classified as a candidate member of β Pic by
Malo et al. (2014a) based on proper motions values which differ
of about 20 mas yr−1 from the values of Gaia DR2. This source
is probably a contaminant.
2MASS J19312434-2134226
Our radial velocity measurement (−36.6 ± 1.8 km s−1) is not
consistent with the literature (e.g. Shkolnik et al. 2012 measured
a radial velocity of −26.0 ± 1.8 km s−1 and Malo et al. 2014a
−25.6 ± 1.5 km s−1) with a difference of about 10 km s−1. We
checked the CCF and there are hints it might be a spectroscopic
binary. In addition, a recent study classified this as a member of
the Argus association (Janson et al. 2017).
2MASS J21212873-6655063
This source was classified by Malo et al. (2014a) as a high prob-
ability (99.9%) member of β Pic. However, their analysis was
based on pre-Gaia astrometry and the proper motions they used
differ about 20 mas yr−1 from the one of Gaia DR2, indicating
the membership should be revised.
2MASS J23314492-0244395
This source was classified as a β Pic candidate member by
Malo et al. (2013). However, their analysis was based on pre-
Gaia astrometry and the proper motions they used differ about
10 mas yr−1 to the ones of Gaia DR2.
2MASS J23512227+2344207
Our radial velocity measurement (−1.0 ± 0.3 km s−1) differs by
about 1 km s−1 from the measurement of Shkolnik et al. (2012)
(−2.1 ± 0.5 km s−1). Binks & Jeffries (2016) provided another
radial velocity measure for this source (38.6 ± 1.6 km s−1), with
a discrepancy of several tens of km s−1. Based on their mea-
surement, they rejected this source as a β Pic member and also
suggested the possibility of a binary system to explain the dif-
ferences observed. Messina et al. (2016) classified this source as
a single star based on a study of photometric variability. Further
work is required to confirm the binarity of this source. Addition-
ally, other authors have classified this source as member of other
moving groups (e.g. Shkolnik et al. 2012, Klutsch et al. 2014).
2MASS J21183375+3014346
This source was classified as a candidate member of β Pic
by Schlieder et al. (2012) with a predicted radial velocity of
−15.1± 0.9 km s−1. This value is significantly different from our
radial velocity measurement (−22.0 ± 0.3 km s−1). Additionally,
Shkolnik et al. (2017) recently measured a radial velocity similar
to ours (−22.5 ± 0.8 km s−1) and rejected the β Pic membership
of this source.
2MASS J22571130+3639451
This source was classified as a candidate member of β Pic
by Schlieder et al. (2012) with a predicted radial velocity of
−10.0 ± 0.9 km s−1 although their measured radial velocity was
−20 ± 1.2 km s−1. We have analysed 8 spectra of this source
and obtained a variable radial velocity between −10 km s−1 and
−20 km s−1, indicating this is probably an unresolved spectro-
scopic binary.
2MASS J16120516-4556242, 2MASS J17092947-5235197,
2MASS J18430597-4058047, and 2MASS J20105054-
3844326
These sources were classified as new members of the β Pic mov-
ing group by Gagné & Faherty (2018) with no radial velocity
measurements. The first estimation of their radial velocity pro-
vided for the first time in the present work, shows that their ve-
locity is not compatible with the velocity distribution of β Pic,
suggesting they might be contaminants.
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Fig. C.1. Histogram of the Mahalanobis distance to the centre of the 3D
positions distribution (ξ′, η′, ζ′) of the 26 selected kinematic members
of our sample, computed with the robust metric. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the position of the percentiles p68, p95, and p99.7.
python code PyGaia6 The figures presented here were created using Matplotlib
(Hunter 2007).
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Table C.7. Radial velocities measured in this study. Columns indicate: (1) 2MASS source ID; (2) number of spectra used to measure the radial
velocity; (3) spectrograph; (4–6) radial velocity, radial velocity error and julian day of individual measures; (7) radial velocity; (8) binary flag
(from literature), the asterisk indicates the binaries identified in this work; (9) contamination flag (see App. B). This file will be available at the
CDS.
2MASS ID n Instrument all RV all RV error all JD final RV Bin. Cont.
(km s−1) (km s−1) (days) (km s−1)
J00172353-
6645124
2 FEROS [10.38, 10.72] [0.07, 0.07]
[2456286.53009,
2458691.92089] 10.55±0.29 N N
J00275023-
3233060
1 FEROS [8.75] [0.07] [2458689.82083] 8.75±0.22 Y N
J00275035-
3233238
1 FEROS [9.48] [0.11] [2458689.8417] 9.48±0.27 Y N
J01365516-
0647379
1 FEROS [13.02] [0.18] [2458690.90001] 13.02±0.18 N Y
J01373545-
0645375
1 HARPS [12.01] [0.02] [2456844.93243] 12.01±0.12 N Y
J01535076-
1459503
2 FEROS [11.24, 11.26] [0.11, 0.1]
[2456486.94905,
2456486.9415] 11.25±0.17 Y N
J02172472+28443059 ELODIE + SO-PHIE + UVES
[5.27, 5.42, 5.23,
5.29, 5.28, 5.34,
5.3, 5.28, 5.26]
[0.08, 0.07, 0.06,
0.07, 0.07, 0.07,
0.06, 0.06, 0.06]
[2453393.27103,
2454805.65735,
2454435.43376,
2456218.5035099997,
2454046.46631,
2454496.31713,
2454493.34131,
2456252.46093,
2454048.5668200003]
5.3±0.17 Y N
J02232663+22440691 FEROS [12.6] [0.04] [2458697.90061] 12.6±0.15 N Y
J02272804+30584053 SOPHIE +UVES
[4.95, 4.9, 5.08] [0.12, 0.12, 0.16]
[2458012.53643,
2457276.80723,
2458011.6425]
4.98±0.22 Y N
J02272924+305824612 SOPHIE +UVES
[6.14, 5.82, 6.15,
6.2, 6.04, 6.14,
6.04, 6.14, 6.07,
6.04, 6.15, 6.13]
[0.04, 0.04, 0.03,
0.04, 0.04, 0.03,
0.03, 0.03, 0.04,
0.03, 0.03, 0.04]
[2457234.61374,
2457276.81306,
2457240.6175,
2457301.53285,
2457236.55989,
2457239.6126200003,
2457237.61755,
2457239.6239400003,
2457236.5712099997,
2457237.62886,
2457240.60619,
2457234.62505]
6.09±0.18 Y N
J03573393+24451063 SOPHIE
[13.46, 13.44,
15.3] [0.08, 0.08, 0.13]
[2458342.6218,
2458344.57798,
2458817.66093]
14.07±1.0 N Y
J04373746-
0229282
2 FEROS +
HARPS
[23.26, 23.86] [0.09, 0.07] [2457059.59525,2456707.52487] 23.56±0.39 Y N
J04593483+01470076 UVES + HARPS
[19.74, 19.17,
19.21, 18.73,
19.33, 18.36]
[0.1, 0.11, 0.12,
0.11, 0.12, 0.13]
[2456987.719,
2455925.73967,
2457668.8121599997,
2452605.79882,
2457667.80028,
2454808.60375]
19.09±0.53 N N
J05004714-
5715255
1 HARPS [19.24] [0.05] [2453432.5492] 19.24±0.19 N N
J05004928+15270063 SOPHIE
[18.34, 18.71,
18.17] [0.16, 0.19, 0.15]
[2454083.63576,
2454084.53989,
2454083.6129900003]
18.41±0.33 N Y
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Table C.7. continued.
2MASS ID n Instrument all RV all RV error all JD final RV Bin. Cont.
(km s−1) (km s−1) (days) (km s−1)
J05015881+095858723 ELODIE +UVES
[5.06, 18.47,
17.7, 24.22,
21.78, 24.55,
25.16, 23.09,
21.25, 16.64,
15.16, 22.26,
23.79, 7.01,
23.44, 24.37,
22.4, 5.29, 5.76,
7.24, 24.22,
24.82, 12.25]
[0.13, 0.2, 0.13,
0.16, 0.16, 0.13,
0.16, 0.15, 0.18,
0.16, 0.18, 0.22,
0.15, 0.17, 0.15,
0.16, 0.15, 0.16,
0.14, 0.14, 0.15,
0.15, 0.14]
[2450851.30098,
2457295.80643,
2452212.44015,
2450747.48517,
2450746.5646900004,
2451108.6050400003,
2450389.5120599996,
2451452.65497,
2450524.31012,
2450418.46055,
2450837.3486200003,
2452294.31977,
2450020.5901,
2450804.39026,
2450523.30293,
2450747....
18.08±8.68 Y N
J05064946-
2135038
3 UVES + HARPS
[22.63, 22.19,
22.12] [0.04, 0.06, 0.06]
[2456305.6341,
2455846.7513599996,
2455847.76613]
22.31±0.3 Y N
J05064991-
2135091
2 UVES + HARPS [21.77, 21.18] [0.04, 0.06]
[2456302.6532400004,
2455855.85902] 21.48±0.36 Y N
J05320450-
0305291
1 UVES [24.98] [0.18] [2455846.78251] 24.98±0.24 Y N
J05332802-
4257205
2 FEROS [1.79, -5.14] [0.14, 0.08]
[2456559.88043,
2458698.87244] -1.67±3.61 Y N
J05471708-
5103594
6 FEROS
[18.67, 19.09,
19.74, 19.0,
22.36, 20.55]
[3.54, 1.18, 1.25,
2.87, 1.06, 1.79]
[2456605.8494,
2456605.86038,
2456605.8580400003,
2456605.85157,
2456605.86272,
2456605.8552099997]
19.92±5.49 N N
J06131330-
2742054
2 FEROS [22.77, 22.83] [0.04, 0.04]
[2456168.91567,
2456339.5863] 22.8±0.23 Y N
J06182824-
7202416
2 UVES [16.75, 15.72] [0.28, 0.28]
[2455855.8541200003,
2454805.67937] 16.24±0.71 N N
J08475676-
7854532
1 UVES [23.12] [0.15] [2455932.80613] 23.12±0.32 N Y
J10141918+21042979 ELODIE + SO-PHIE
[18.26, 22.14,
2.4, 22.11, 22.12,
15.16, 20.02,
21.87, 4.2]
[0.15, 0.1, 0.14,
0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.11,
0.09, 0.1]
[2450590.8267900003,
2454506.50303,
2451565.59044,
2454507.50358,
2454505.49547,
2454522.50716,
2454514.42432,
2454502.5578099997,
2454538.46624]
16.48±8.99 Y N
J10172689-
5354265
5 FEROS + UVES
+ HARPS
[14.13, 13.97,
14.4, 14.71,
15.09]
[0.15, 0.16, 0.14,
0.13, 0.14]
[2455933.81672,
2457060.72187,
2454531.6129799997,
2457854.70352,
2454186.62003]
14.46±0.76 Y N
J11493184-
7851011
2 FEROS + UVES [15.15, 13.84] [0.12, 0.08]
[2456808.54193,
2455935.81112] 14.5±0.79 N Y
J13545390-
7121476
1 FEROS [5.82] [0.04] [2458692.4826] 5.82±0.21 N Y
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Table C.7. continued.
2MASS ID n Instrument all RV all RV error all JD final RV Bin. Cont.
(km s−1) (km s−1) (days) (km s−1)
J14423039-
6458305
76 FEROS + UVES
+ HARPS
[7.15, 6.64, 6.45,
7.21, 7.04, 6.48,
6.52, 7.57, 6.99,
7.08, 7.55, 7.08,
7.05, 7.07, 6.53,
7.15, 7.6, 7.66,
6.62, 7.53, 7.03,
6.76, 7.67, 6.45,
7.44, 7.54, 7.56,
7.13, 7.6, 6.61,
7.68, 7.05, 6.61,
7.15, 6.51, 7.0,
6.83, 7.55, 7.07,
7.53, 6.54, 6.78,
6.5...
[0.51, 0.72, 0.68,
0.84, 0.54, 0.7,
0.67, 0.72, 0.62,
0.49, 0.77, 0.62,
0.53, 0.57, 0.62,
0.62, 0.6, 0.61,
0.72, 0.75, 0.56,
0.56, 0.68, 0.68,
0.65, 0.62, 0.82,
0.6, 0.72, 0.73,
0.68, 0.6, 0.66,
0.67, 0.7, 0.59,
0.85, 0.72, 0.67,
0.6, 0.67, 0.59,
0.69, ...
[2456743.75264,
2454516.81487,
2454516.85847,
2453395.89146,
2454575.67859,
2454516.85069,
2454516.84632,
2454519.81322,
2454576.68172,
2454576.70225,
2454519.8244,
2454576.67895,
2454575.69137,
2454575.69965,
2454516.84253,
2454576.6929099998,
2454573....
7.09±0.79 Y N
J15385679-
5742190
1 FEROS [-1.38] [0.22] [2457953.55469] -1.38±0.25 Y N
J15385757-
5742273
6 FEROS + UVES
[-0.16, -1.4, 5.61,
5.51, 5.7, 6.76]
[0.29, 0.21, 0.23,
0.24, 0.23, 0.2]
[2454906.81955,
2456409.58371,
2456111.60845,
2456033.88833,
2456121.63853,
2455991.79432]
3.67±3.67 Y N
J16120516-
4556242
1 FEROS [19.92] [0.09] [2458698.51885] 19.92±0.39 N Y
J16572029-
5343316
1 FEROS [1.42] [0.04] [2458689.5540299998]1.42±0.16 N N
J17020937-
6734447
1 FEROS [5.59] [0.19] [2458693.53133] 5.59±0.93 N N
J17024014-
4521587
1 FEROS [-2.63] [0.06] [2458689.53028] -2.63±0.18 N N
J17092947-
5235197
1 FEROS [-4.66] [0.1] [2458698.56121] -4.66±0.16 N Y
J17172550-
6657039
1 FEROS [-52.76] [1.59] [2457953.74579] -52.76±1.64 Y N
J17173128-
6657055
1 FEROS [4.22] [0.05] [2456912.51433] 4.22±0.4 Y N
J17444256-
5315471
1 FEROS [1.59] [0.11] [2458697.67149] 1.59±0.38 N N
J17483374-
5306118
1 FEROS [1.04] [0.05] [2458693.60248] 1.04±0.13 N N
J18030341-
5138564
2 HARPS [0.42, -0.15] [0.24, 0.22]
[2457601.50675,
2457601.50292] 0.14±0.55 Y N
J18030409-
5138561
1 FEROS [0.93] [0.62] [2457317.52232] 0.93±0.62 Y N
J18041617-
3018280
1 FEROS [-7.41] [0.09] [2458690.6403200002]-7.41±0.24 N N
J18055491-
5704307
1 FEROS [0.65] [0.09] [2458691.6113400003]0.65±0.21 N N
J18092970-
5430532
1 FEROS [-1.85] [0.27] [2458698.61357] -1.85±0.27 N N
J18141047-
3247344
1 UVES [-51.01] [0.45] [2452381.8705] -51.01±0.59 Y N
J18161236-
5844055
1 FEROS [3.22] [0.38] [2458692.52196] 3.22±0.41 N N
J18281651-
4421477
1 FEROS [-1.56] [0.07] [2458693.7825700003]-1.56±0.23 N N
J18283524-
4457280
1 FEROS [-1.02] [0.05] [2458689.66396] -1.02±0.34 N N
J18420694-
5554254
2 FEROS [0.4, 0.53] [0.07, 0.12]
[2458694.59473,
2456807.79726] 0.47±0.21 N N
J18430597-
4058047
1 FEROS [3.92] [0.24] [2458692.6521] 3.92±0.33 N Y
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Table C.7. continued.
2MASS ID n Instrument all RV all RV error all JD final RV Bin. Cont.
(km s−1) (km s−1) (days) (km s−1)
J18452691-
6452165
3 FEROS +
HARPS
[-19.09, -18.92,
8.27] [8.58, 1.63, 1.73]
[2454942.8009,
2457848.7899,
2457847.79691]
-9.87±18.89 Y N
J18530587-
5010499
5 FEROS
[-1.26, -2.49, -
4.54, -5.0, -1.27]
[1.37, 1.97, 1.51,
3.47, 1.72]
[2456148.56861,
2456150.503,
2456148.60928,
2456148.55643,
2456147.62828]
-2.9±2.62 Y N
J19225894-
5432170
6 FEROS + UVES
+ HARPS
[0.15, 0.02, -0.11,
-0.08, 0.2, 0.11]
[0.31, 0.38, 0.34,
0.35, 0.3, 0.35]
[2457849.83819,
2454943.7609200003,
2455850.5671599996,
2457492.81417,
2455035.6650799997,
2457590.58281]
0.05±0.39 N N
J19233820-
4606316
1 FEROS [0.08] [0.15] [2458689.7661] 0.08±0.83 N N
J19243494-
3442392
1 FEROS [-6.56] [0.37] [2458698.72299] -6.56±0.63 N N
J19312434-
2134226
1 FEROS [-36.59] [0.39] [2458689.70766] -36.59±1.79 Y∗ N
J19481651-
2720319
1 FEROS [-6.26] [0.04] [2458692.82234] -6.26±0.16 N N
J19560294-
3207186
3 FEROS
[-41.2, -41.1, -
41.18] [0.09, 0.09, 0.08]
[2456204.5682099997,
2456204.57578,
2456204.5455400003]
-41.16±0.25 Y N
J19560438-
3207376
2 UVES [-5.59, -6.02] [0.05, 0.05]
[2457255.79898,
2455850.57303] -5.8±0.3 Y N
J20013718-
3313139
1 UVES [-4.27] [0.05] [2455850.58] -4.27±0.19 N N
J20090521-
2613265
2 UVES [-3.9, -5.53] [0.51, 0.58]
[2455850.58564,
2455843.60407] -4.71±1.2 N N
J20100002-
2801410
1 FEROS [-6.75] [0.68] [2456560.53069] -6.75±3.78 Y N
J20105054-
3844326
1 FEROS [-10.34] [0.04] [2458690.79121] -10.34±0.2 N Y
J20333759-
2556521
1 FEROS [-5.4] [0.21] [2458695.78175] -5.4±0.95 N N
J20415111-
3226073
1 HARPS [-3.17] [0.48] [2453467.92167] -3.17±0.53 Y N
J20450949-
3120266
2 HARPS [-4.28, -4.57] [0.1, 0.1]
[2456844.8056400004,
2453551.79857] -4.42±0.22 Y N
J21100535-
1919573
2 FEROS [-6.66, -6.03] [0.16, 0.15]
[2458694.7842,
2456558.58511] -6.34±0.41 N N
J21212873-
6655063
1 FEROS [2.98] [0.04] [2456204.70163] 2.98±0.32 N Y
J22424896-
7142211
2 UVES [8.07, 8.04] [0.05, 0.05]
[2454765.5580700003,
2454765.55583] 8.06±0.15 N N
J22445794-
3315015
1 UVES [2.23] [0.53] [2455850.59465] 2.23±0.62 Y N
J22450004-
3315258
1 UVES [3.12] [0.93] [2455850.60316] 3.12±0.95 Y N
J23172807+193646911 ELODIE + SO-PHIE
[-1.95, -2.19,
-1.11, 1.15, -1.57,
-1.77, 6.36, -2.16,
-2.25, -2.08,
-1.18]
[0.19, 0.35, 0.14,
0.17, 0.13, 0.12,
0.17, 0.13, 0.22,
0.13, 0.12]
[2453630.46255,
2454035.3979700003,
2452844.49411,
2452544.50705,
2452929.38462,
2454383.45849,
2452157.44928,
2453229.5270599998,
2453597.5269299997,
2453266.51664,
2452840.58586]
-0.79±1.5 Y N
J23301341-
2023271
1 FEROS [-18.68] [0.07] [2456202.60367] -18.68±0.2 Y N
J23314492-
0244395
1 FEROS [-4.97] [0.06] [2458690.82999] -4.97±0.31 N Y
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Table C.7. continued.
2MASS ID n Instrument all RV all RV error all JD final RV Bin. Cont.
(km s−1) (km s−1) (days) (km s−1)
J23512227+23442071 FEROS [-0.97] [0.06] [2458697.76885] -0.97±0.3 N Y
J00323480+07292716 SOPHIE + CAFE
[-4.35, -4.64, -
4.85, -2.26, -0.76,
-1.69]
[0.82, 0.58, 0.78,
0.73, 0.72, 0.76]
[2458341.5348099996,
2458390.460536357,
2458341.55666,
2458342.53059,
2458346.52207,
2458346.54459]
-3.09±1.96 Y N
J21183375+30143467 SOPHIE + CAFE
[-21.77, -22.1, -
21.83, -22.14, -
21.61, -22.36, -
22.2]
[0.05, 0.07, 0.04,
0.07, 0.04, 0.08,
0.07]
[2458317.527562027,
2458341.49193,
2458317.549529868,
2458342.4811299997,
2458317.5725100595,
2458343.46208,
2458344.48195]
-22.0±0.32 N Y
J21374019+01371371 CAFE [-18.26] [0.15] [2458387.38651578]-18.26±0.38 Y N
J22184265+33211378 SOPHIE + CAFE
[8.69, -19.51,
5.41, 8.33, -0.27,
-18.33, 5.37,
-23.64]
[0.08, 0.1, 0.16,
0.1, 0.16, 0.16,
0.09, 0.19]
[2458324.634014213,
2458668.57474,
2458341.50504,
2458324.6780905467,
2458342.4928900003,
2458344.51913,
2458387.400183964,
2458345.53959]
-4.24±14.04 Y N
J22571130+36394518 SOPHIE + CAFE
[-14.02, -17.09,
-9.88, -16.44,
-15.11, -18.51,
-16.05, -15.85]
[0.13, 0.26, 0.19,
0.92, 0.22, 0.17,
0.28, 0.21]
[2458317.6042934787,
2458341.51765,
2458317.6262624767,
2458342.50408,
2458317.648227424,
2458317.6703799074,
2458344.53684,
2458391.458978862]
-15.36±1.75 Y∗ N
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